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Certificateless public-key system (CL-PKS) is a significant public-key cryptography and it solves both the key
escrow and certificate management problems. Outsourced revocable certificateless public-key system (ORCL-PKS) with a cloud revocation server (CRS) not only provides a revocation mechanism, but also further
outsources the revocation functionality to the CRS to reduce the computational burden of the key generation
center (KGC). Recently, side-channel attacks have threatened some existing conventional cryptography (including CL-PKS). Indeed, adversaries can apply side-channel attacks to derive fractional constituents of private (or secret) keys to damage the security of these cryptographic protocols (or schemes). To withstand such
attacks, leakage-resilient cryptography is an attractive approach. However, little research concerns with leakage-resilient certificateless cryptography. In this paper, the first leakage-resilient outsourced revocable certificateless signature (LR-ORCLS) scheme is presented. The proposed scheme allows adversaries to continually
derive fractional constituents of private (or secret) keys and possesses overall unbounded leakage property. In
the generic bilinear group (GBG) model, our scheme is shown to be existential unforgeable against adversaries.
Finally, the comparisons between the proposed scheme and the previous revocable certificateless signature
schemes are provided to demonstrate the merits of the proposed scheme.
KEYWORDS: Signature, Certificateless signature, Revocation, Side-channel attacks, Leakage-resilience.
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1. Introduction
Certificateless public-key system (CL-PKS) [1] is a
significant public-key cryptography. A CL-PKS setting includes two kinds of participants, namely, users
and a key generation center (KGC). The KGC first applies the identity information of a user to derive her/
his identity key, while the user also selects a secret
key and sets the associated public key. Hence, the user’s private key consists of two components, namely,
identity key and self-selected secret key. Since the
KGC is unable to know self-selected secret keys of users, the CL-PKS avoids both the key escrow problem
in ID-based public-key systems (ID-PKS) [4, 18] and
the certificate management in traditional public-key
systems [8, 16].
In a public-key system, how to revoke compromised
users from the system is an essential issue. In some
circumstances, users’ public keys have to be revoked
before their expirations. The certificate revocation
list (CRL) [11] is a well-known revocation method in
traditional public-key systems. However, this method
cannot be applied to both ID-PKS and CL-PKS settings because they do not employ the usage of certificates. Based on the revocation idea in [25], two revocable certificateless encryption schemes [19, 23] were
proposed. In 2014, Sun et al. [21] presented a revocable certificateless signature (RCLS) scheme in the
random oracle model. To enhance the security, Tsai et
al. [24] proposed a new RCLS scheme in the standard
model. In 2016, Hung et al. [12] presented a revocable
certificateless short signature (RCLSS) scheme. In
the RCLSS scheme, the signature size is only a group
element. In all RCLS and RCLSS schemes mentioned above, the KGC is responsible for performing
the revocation functionality. Recently, Du et al. [7]
constructed an outsourced RCLS (ORCLS) scheme
with a cloud revocation server (CRS). In the ORCLS
scheme, the revocation functionality is outsourced to
the CRS to reduce the computational burden of the
KGC.
Recently, conventional cryptography has suffered
from a new type of attack, called “side-channel attacks”, such as timing attack [5, 14] and power analysis [15]. Adversaries can apply side-channel attacks
to derive fractional constituent of a user’s secret (or
private) key to damage the security of conventional
cryptography. To withstand such attacks, leakage-re-

silient cryptography is an attractive approach. Up to
now, little research has benn concerned with leakage-resilient certificateless public-key cryptography.
In the paper, our aim is to design the first leakage-resilient ORCLS (LR-ORCLS) scheme.

1.1. The Concept of Leakage-Resilient
Cryptography
Let us introduce the concept of leakage-resilient
cryptography here. Indeed, a cryptographic scheme
typically includes several computational algorithms.
Meanwhile, an adversary can apply side-channel attacks to derive fractional constituent of private (or
secret) keys used in each computational algorithm.
For representing leakage information, let f and f (π),
respectively, be a leakage function and its output,
where π denotes the function input, such as private
(or secret) keys. The bit length of the output f (π) in
each computational algorithm is bounded to a security parameter λ. For leakage-resilient cryptography, there are two leakage models, namely, bounded
leakage model and continual leakage model. For the
bounded leakage model [2, 13], the overall leakage
bit sizes of private (or secret) keys in a cryptographic scheme is restricted during the life cycle. However,
the restriction is unpractical. On the other hand, the
most accredited model is the continual leakage model
that permits adversaries complete leakage-invocated abilities and possesses overall unbounded leakage
property [9, 28, 29, 30]. In the continual leakage model, there are four properties as indicated below:
_ Only computation leakage: An adversary is only
permitted to derive fractional constituent of private
(or secret) keys involved in the computational
algorithm.
_ Bounded leakage of single computational algorithm:

In each computational algorithm, the bit size of
the leakage function output f (π) is bounded to a
security parameter λ.

_ Independent leakage: Fractional constituents of

private (or secret) keys in any two computational
algorithms are mutually independent. To realize
the property, the private (or secret) keys must be
updated after/before running each computational
algorithm.
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_ Overall unbounded leakage: By the independent

leakage property, the total bit size of leakage
information is unbounded.

In the continual leakage model, let us first recall several previous leakage-resilient signature schemes
based on traditional public-key, ID-PKS and CLPKS settings. Galindo and Vivek [9] presented a
leakage-resilient signature (LRS) scheme based on
traditional public-key settings. Galindo and Vivek’s
scheme owns overall unbounded leakage property and its security is proved in the generic bilinear
group (GBG) model [3]. For improving the computational performance of Galindo and Vivek’s scheme,
Tang et al. [22] then presented a modified LRS
scheme. In ID-PKS settings, the first leakage-resilient ID-based signature was presented by Wu et al.
[26]. In their scheme, adversaries are permitted to
continually derive fractional constituent of private
(or secret) keys. Moreover, Wu et al. proved that
their scheme is existentially unforgeable against ID
and adaptive chosen-message attacks in the GBG
model. In CL-PKS settings, based on Xiong et al.’s
leakage-resilient certificateless public-key encryption scheme [31], Zhou et al. [32] presented a leakage-resilient certificateless signcryption scheme
under the bounded leakage model. In 2018, Wu et al.
[27] defined a new adversary model of leakage-resilient CLS (LR-CLS) schemes by adding several
key leakage queries under the continual leakage
model. Meanwhile, Wu et al. [27] also presented the
first LR-CLS scheme which was proved to be secure
against adversaries in the new adversary model.
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1.2. Contributions and Organization
Until now, no leakage-resilient RCLS (LR-RCLS)
or ORCLS (LR-ORCLS) scheme withstanding
side-channel attacks has been proposed. Indeed, a
LR-RCLS scheme can be derived from a LR-ORCLS
scheme because the KGC is responsible to play the
roles of both the KGC and the CRS in the LR-ORCLS
scheme. In the meantime, a LR-ORCLS scheme is
better than a LR-RCLS scheme because the revocation functionality is outsourced to the CRS to reduce
the computational burden of the KGC. Hence, we will
aim at the design of the first LR-ORCLS scheme.
As mentioned earlier, several certificateless cryptographic schemes were proposed, namely, leakage-resilient certificateless signcryption (LR-CLSE)
scheme scheme [31], leakage-resilient certificateless
signcryption (LR-CLSE) scheme [32] and leakage-resilient certificateless signature (LR-CLS) scheme
[27]. Table 1 lists the comparisons between the previous certificateless cryptographic schemes [31, 32, 27]
and our LR-ORCLS scheme in terms of cryptographic functionality, overall leakage property, outsourced
functionality and revocation functionality. Indeed,
these certificateless cryptographic schemes [31, 32,
27] did not address the revocation problem. Indeed, in
a public-key system, how to revoke compromised users from the system is an essential issue because the
compromised users’ public keys have to be revoked
before their expirations [23, 25].
In this article, the first LR-ORCLS scheme is proposed. We first define the syntax of LR-ORCLS

Table 1

Comparisons between previous certificateless cryptographic schemes and our scheme
Cryptographic
functionality

Overall leakage
property

Revocation
functionality

Outsourced
functionality

Encryption

Bounded

No

No

Signcryption

Bounded

No

No

Wu et al. ’s LR-CLS scheme
[27]

Signature

Unbounded

No

No

Our LR-ORCLS scheme

Signature

Unbounded

Yes

Yes

Scheme

Xiong et al.’s LR-CLPKE
scheme [31]
Zhou et al. ’s LR-CLSE
scheme [32]
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schemes which consists of three participants, namely, a KGC, a CRS and users (signers and verifiers). The
KGC is responsible to generate each user’s identity
key. At each period, the CRS generates the time update keys of all non-revoked users. Hence, a user’s
private key consists of three components, namely,
identity key, time update key and self-selected secret
key. By adding several key leakage queries, we define a
new adversary model of LR-ORCLS schemes, which
consists of three types of adversaries, namely, Type I
(outsider), Type II (revoked user) and Type III (honest-but-curious KGC). In the new adversary model,
adversaries are permitted to continually derive fractional constituent of the KGC’s master secret key, the
CRS’s cloud secret key and a signer’s secret key used
in the associated algorithms. The proposed scheme is
shown to be existential unforgeable against Types I, II
and III adversaries. Finally, the comparisons between
the proposed scheme and the previously related
RCLS/ORCLS schemes are provided to demonstrate
the merits of the proposed scheme.
The remains of this paper are organized as below.
Section 2 demonstrates several preliminaries. The
syntax and adversary model of LR-ORCLS schemes
are defined in Section 3. In Section 4, a novel LR-ORCLS scheme is proposed. In Section 5, the security of
the proposed scheme is formally shown. The comparisons between our scheme and several previous
RCLS/ORCLS schemes are given in Section 6. Conclusions and future work are presented in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries
2.1. Bilinear Groups
Let G and GT denote, respectively, an additive group
and a multiplicative group of a prime order p. Let P be
an arbitrary generator of G. A bilinear pairing ê: G´G
® GT is an admissible mapping with three properties.
1 Bilinear property: ê(aP, bP)=ê(P, P)ab, for a, bÎZq*.
2 Non-degenerate property: ê(P, P)¹1, which is

viewed as a generator of GT.

3 Efficient computable property: ê(P, Q) is computed

efficiently, where Q=cPÎG and cÎZp*.

For more detailed definitions of groups, maps and the
related parameters, a reader refers to several literatures [4, 17].

2020/4/49

2.2. Generic Bilinear Group (GBG) Model and
Security Assumption
By extending the generic group model [20], Boneh
et al. [3] presented the generic bilinear group (GBG)
model. This model is applied to prove the security of
cryptographic schemes/protocols. In this model, if an
adversary can find a collision of a group with a large
order, it is said that the discrete logarithm problem on
the group is resolved.
In the GBG model, there are an additive group G and
a multiplicative group GT with the same prime order
p. In this model, two random injective mappings ΦG:
Zp®xG and ΦT: Zp®xT are, respectively, applied to encode all elements of G and GT to distinct bit-strings.
In which, xG denotes the set of the encoded bit-strings
of G and xT is the set of the encoded bit-strings of GT.
Two sets satisfy xG∩xT = φ and |xG|=|xT|=p. In the GBG
model, if adversaries want to perform three group
operations, they must issue the corresponding public queries QG, QT and Qp to a challenger in a security
game. Two queries QG and QT, respectively, denote the
addition on G and the multiplication on GT. The query Qp denotes the bilinear pairing ê. For s, tÎZp*, three
queries satisfy the following properties.
_ Q (Φ (s), Φ (t)) ® Φ (s+t mod p).
G
G
G
G
_ Q (Φ (s), Φ (t)) ® Φ (s+t mod p).
T
T
T
T
_ Q (Φ (s), Φ (t)) ® Φ (st mod p).
p

G

G

T

Let P be a generator of G, we have P=ΦG(1) and ê(P, P)=
ΦT(1).
After finishing the security game, if an adversary discovers a collision in G or GT, it is said that the discrete
logarithm problem on G or GT is resolved. The discrete
logarithm assumption is presented as given below.
_ Discrete logarithm (DL) assumption: Let G and
GT be an additive group and a multiplicative group
of a prime order p, respectively. Given a group
element sPÎG or ê(P, P)sÎGT for unknown sÎZp*,
no algorithm A with non-negligible probability is
able to derive a in polynomial time.

2.3. The Measure of Leakage Information
Let us introduce the concept of entropy here. The
entropy of a random variable denotes the measure
of uncertainty in statistical mechanics. A secret (or
private) key can be viewed as a finite random variable. Let Z and Pr[Z=z] be a finite random variable
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and the associated probability with Z=z. In addition,
the min-entropy of Z is the predictability value of the
largest probability with Z=z. The min-entropy and average
conditional
min-entropy
are, probability
respectively,
algorithm
A with
non-negligible
is presented
ableas
to given
derivebelow.
a in polynomial time.
1 The
Min-entropy
Z:
2.3.
Measure ofofLeakage
Information

.

Let us introduce the concept of entropy here. The
2 Average
conditional
min-entropy
of Z with
entropy
of a random
variable
denotes the measure
of E=e:
uncertainty in statistical
mechanics.
A
secret
(or
=
.
private) key can be viewed as a finite random variable.
To
address
the
security
infl
uence
due
to
partial
leakLet Z and Pr[Z=z] be a finite random variable and the
associated
probability
with Z=z.
addition,
age of a secret
(or private)
key,InDodis
et al.the
[6]minpresententropy
of Z is the predictability
of the largest
ed a consequence
as indicatedvalue
below.
probability with Z=z. The min-entropy and average
Lemma 1.
Let Z denote
a secret key
(i.e. a random
conditional
min-entropy
are, respectively,
presented
as
given
below. Let λ be the maximal bit-length of leakage
variable).
1. Min-entropy
of Z:
information.
Let
h: Z→{0,1}λ be a leakage function
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keys of all users while the CRS generates the time update keys of all non-revoked users at each period Tt.
4 key by
In addition, each user (signer) chooses a secret
oneself.
the loss The
of generality,
a signer with
(signers Without
and verifiers).
KGC generates
identity
Tt while
wantsthe
toCRS
signgenerates
a message msg.
identity ID
keysatofperiod
all users
the signer
time update
of all
non-revoked
usersupdate
at
The
uses keys
his/her
identity
key, time
key
each period Tt. In addition, each user (signer)
and
secret
key
to
generate
a
signature
σ
and
sends
the
chooses a secret key by oneself. Without the loss
signature
tuple
(ID,
T
,
msg,
σ)
to
a
verifi
er.
The
sysof generality, a signer with
identity ID at period Tt
t
wants
to sign of
a message
msg. Thescheme
signer uses
tem
operation
the LR-ORCLS
is depicted
his/her
identity
key,
time
update
key
and secret
in Figure 1.

key to generate a signature σ and sends the
signature tuple (ID, Tt, msg, σ) to a verifier. The
Figure
system1 operation of the LR-ORCLS scheme is
depicted
inoperation
Figure 1. of a LR-ORCLS scheme
The
system
Master secret key: MSK
Cloud secret key: CSK

. average conwith input Z. Under the event h(Z), the
ditional
min-entropy
Z is
2. Average
conditionalon
min-entropy
of Z with≧E=e: -λ.

Typically, several
 secret keys (i.e. multiple random
variables) are involved in the computational
algo.
rithms of a cryptographic scheme/protocol. To meaTosure
address
securityinfl
influence
due to
the the
security
uence due
to partial
partialleakage
leakage of
ofpolynomials
a secret (or private)
key,
Dodis
et
al.
[6]
presentedGalindo
a
with multiple random variables,
consequence as indicated below.
and Vivek [9] presented the following consequences.
Lemma 1. Let Z denote a secret key (i.e. a random
LemmaLet
2. Let
random of
variables
1, Qmaximal
2,…, Qn be
variable).
λ beQthe
bit-length
leakage with
information.
h: Z→{0,1}λ Let
be FÎZ
a leakage
function
probabilityLet
distributions.
p[Q1, Q
2,…, Qn] dewith
Z. Under with
the total
event degree
h(Z), at
themost
average
noteinput
a polynomial
d. Let Pi
conditional
min-entropy
on
Z
is
denote probability distributions on Zp while H ∞ ( Pi )
≧
λ.

≧ logp-λ holds, where i=1, 2, …, n and 0≦λ≦logp. If

Typically,
several secret
keys (i.e. multiple
randomPi are
all
with probability
distribution
variables)
are involved
in the computational
algorithms
independently
selected,
we have the
probability
of a cryptographic scheme/protocol. To measure
the
λ
=q
,
Q
=q
,
…,
Q
=q
)=0]≦(d/p)2
.
Pr[F(Q
1
1
2 due
2 to partial
n
n leakage of polynomials
security influence
with
multiple 1.
random
variables,
Galindo and Vivek [9]
Corollary
Pr[F(Q
1=q1, Q2=q2, …, Qn=qn)=0] is neglipresented
the
following
consequences.
gible if λ<(1-ε)logp, where ε denotes a positive value.
Lemma 2. Let Q1, Q2,…, Qn be random variables with
probability distributions. Let FZp[Q1, Q2,…, Qn]
denote a polynomial with total degree at most d. Let Pi
denote probability distributions on Zp while H  ( Pi ) ≧

3. Syntax and Adversary Model

logpλ holds, where i=1, 2, …, n and 0≦ λ≦ logp. If all
In this section,
the syntax and adversary model of
with probability distribution Pi are
LR-ORCLS schemes
ned. the probability
independently
selected, are
wedefi
have
Pr[F(Q1=q1, Q2=q2, …, Qn=qn)=0]≦ (d/p)2λ.

3.1. Syntax of LR-ORCLS Schemes

Corollary 1. Pr[F(Q1=q1, Q2=q2, …, Qn=qn)=0] is
Let us firstly
present the
system
operation
of LR-ORnegligible
if λ<(1ε)logp,
where
ε denotes
a positive
CLS
schemes
here.
In
a
LR-ORCLS
scheme,
there
value.

are three participants, namely, a key generation center (KGC), a cloud revocation server (CRS) and users
verifi
ers). The KGC
generates identity
3.(signers
Syntaxandand
Adversary
Model
In this section, the syntax and adversary model of LRORCLS schemes are defined.
3.1. Syntax of LR-ORCLS Schemes
Let us firstly present the system operation of LRORCLS schemes here. In a LR-ORCLS scheme, there
are three participants, namely, a key generation center

: A secure channel Cloud secret key: CSK
Periods: T0, T1, , Tz
: A public channel

Cloud secret key: CSK
CRS

KGC
Identity
ID

Identity key: IKID

Period: Tt
Message: msg
Signature: σ

Time update key TKID,t
of the user for Tt

Signature tuple
(ID, Tt, msg, σ)

Signer
Identity: ID
Secret key: SKID

Figure 1.
scheme

Verifier
Accept or Reject ?

The system operation of a LR-ORCLS

Some notations are summarized below.
_ MSK: the KGC’s master secret key.

Some notations are summarized below.
_ MPK: the KGC’s master public key.
• MSK: the KGC’s master secret key.
MPK: the KGC’s master public key.
_ •CSK:
the CRS’s cloud secret key.
• CSK: the CRS’s cloud secret key.
_ •CPK:
CPK:the
theCRS’s
CRS’scloud
cloud public
public key.
key.
ID: the identity of a user, where ID {0, 1}*.*
_ •ID:
the
identity
of
a
user,
where
• SKID: the secret key of the user ID.ID Î{0, 1} .
_ •SK
PK
: thesecret
publickey
key of
of the
the user
: the
userID.
ID.
IDID
Tt: a period Tt{0, 1}*, for t=0, 1, …, z, where
_ •PK
the public
key of the
user ID.
ID: denotes
z+1
the amount
of periods.
_ •TIK
*
:
the
identity
key
of
the
user ID.
ID
t: a period TtÎ{0, 1} , for t=0, 1, …, z, where z+1
•denotes
TKID,t: the
time
update
key
of the user ID at
the amount of periods.
period Tt.
_ •IK
identity key of the user ID.
msg:
a message.
ID: the
_ • σ: a signature.

TKID,t: the time update key of the user ID at period
Tt.

_ Bymsg:
extending
the syntaxes in [7, 27], the syntax of
a message.
LR-ORCLS schemes is formally defined as
_ σ: a signature.
below.

Definition 1. A LR-ORCLS scheme includes
eight algorithms:
 Setup: The KGC first sets the master secret
key MSK=(MSK0,1, MSK0,2), the master public
key MPK, the cloud secret key CSK=(CSK0,1,
CSK0,2) and the cloud public key CPK while
securely sending the cloud secret key CSK to
the CRS. The KGC sets z+1 periods T0, T1, …,

Information Technology and Control

By extending the syntaxes in [7, 27], the syntax of
LR-ORCLS schemes is formally defined as below.
Definition 1. A LR-ORCLS scheme includes eight algorithms:
_ Setup: The KGC first sets the master secret key
MSK=(MSK0,1, MSK0,2), the master public key
MPK, the cloud secret key CSK=(CSK0,1, CSK0,2)
and the cloud public key CPK while securely
sending the cloud secret key CSK to the CRS. The
KGC sets z+1 periods T0, T1, …, Tz while publishing
public parameters PP.
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SKID,k,2) to compute a signature σ. The signature
tuple is (ID, Tt, msg, σ).

_ Verifying: By taking (ID, T , msg, σ) as input, a
t

verifier returns either “accept” or “reject”.

3.2. Adversary Model of LR-ORCLS
Schemes

SKID=(SKID,0,1, SKID,0,2) and computes the partial
public key PKID.

In the continual leakage model, six leakage functions fIKE,i, hIKE,i, fTKE,j, hTKE,j, fSIG,k and hSIG,k are applied
to model an adversary’s capabilities. Namely, the
outputs of these leakage functions denote fractional
constituents of the private (or secret) keys used in
the associated algorithms. Here, (fIKE,i, hIKE,i) is used
to derive fractional constituents of the master secret
key (MSKi,1, MSKi,2) involved in the i-th execution of
Identity key extract algorithm. (fTKE,j, hTKE,j) is used to
derive fractional constituents of the cloud secret key
(CSKj,1, CSKj,2) involved in the j-th execution of Time
update key extract algorithm. Furthermore, (fSIG,k,
hSIG,k) is applied to derive fractional constituents of
the identity key (IKID,k,1, IKID,k,2) and secret key (SKID,k,1,
SKID,k,2) involved in the k-th execution of Signing algorithm of a user ID. The private (or secret) keys leaked
by the adversary in the associated computational algorithms are bounded to λ bits, where λ is a leakage
parameter. Namely, the output lengths of fIKE,i, hIKE,i,
fTKE,j, hTKE,j, fSIG,k and hSIG,k are bounded to λ bits, namely,
|fIKE,i|, |hIKE,i|, |fTKE,j|, |hTKE,j|, |fSIG,k|, |hSIG,k| £ λ, where |fun|
represents the output length of the function fun. The
inputs/outputs of six leakage functions are presented
as below.
_ Λf =f (MSK , Rf ).
IKE,i IKE,i
i,1
IKE,i

period Tt consists of three components, namely,
IKID, TKID,t and SKID. The user also sets IKID=(IKID,0,1,
IKID,0,2) and SKID=(SKID,0,1, SKID,0,2).

_ Λh
TKE,j=hTKE,j(CSKj,2, RhTKE,j).
_ Λf =f (IK
, SK , Rf

_ Identity key extract: For the i-th execution of

Identity key extract algorithm, the algorithm
includes
two
sub-algorithms
IKExtract-1
(MSKi-1,1) and IKExtract-1 (MSKi-1,2). Firstly, the
KGC sets the new master secret key (MSKi,1, MSKi,2)
by using (MSKi-1,1, MSKi-1,2). By taking as input a
user ID, the KGC computes the user’s identity key
IKID and partial public key QID. Finally, the KGC
securely sends IKID and QID to the user.

_ Time update key extract: For the j-th execution of

Time update key extract algorithm, the algorithm
includes two sub-algorithms TKExtract-1 (CSKj-1,1)
and TKExtract-1 (CSKj-1,2). The CRS sets the new
cloud secret key (CSKj,1, CSKj,2) by using (CSKj-1,1,
CSKj-1,2). By taking a non-revoked user ID and the
current period Tt as input, the CRS generates and
sends the user’s time update key TKID,t and partial
public key RID,t to the user.

_ Set secret key: A user ID selects her/his secret key

_ Set private key: The private key of a user ID at

_ Set public key: Upon receiving the partial public

keys QID, RID,t and PKID of a user ID at period Tt, the
user sets her/his public key tuple (QID, RID,t, PKID).

_ Signing: For the k-th execution of a user ID at period

Tt, this algorithm includes two sub-algorithms
Signing-1 (IKID,k-1,1, TKID,t, SKID,k-1,1) and Signing-2
(IKID,k-1,2, SKID,k-1,2). The signer sets the new identity
key (IKID,k,1, IKID,k,2) and secret key (SKID,k,1, SKID,k,2)
by using (IKID,k-1,1, IKID,k-1,2) and (SKID,k-1,1, SKID,k-1,2),
respectively. By taking a message msg as input,
the user applies (IKID,k,1, IKID,k,2), TKID,t and (SKID,k,1,

_ Λh =h (MSK , Rh ).
IKE,i
IKE,i
i,2
IKE,i
_ Λf
=f (CSK , Rf ).
TKE,j

TKE,j

SIG,k

SIG,k

j,1

ID,k,1

TKE,j

ID,k,1

).

SIG,k

_ Λh =h (IK
SIG,k
SIG,k
ID,k,2, SKID,k,2, RhSIG,k).

Here, RfIKE,i, RhIKE,i, RfTKE,j, RhTKE,j, RfSIG,k and RhSIG,k represent the random values involved in the associated
computational algorithms.
By extending the security notions in the RCLS and
ORCLS schemes [7, 12, 21, 24], the adversary model
of LR-ORCLS schemes contains three types of adversaries namely, Type I (AI, outsider), Type II (AII,
revoked user) and Type III (AIII, honest-but-curious
KGC). By providing the associated leak queries, three
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types of adversaries in the LR-ORCLS scheme are
presented below.
_ Type I adversary (A , outsider): A is permitted to
I
I
retrieve the secret key SKID and time update key
TKID,t of any user ID for any period Tt. However,
AI does not know the master secret key MSK, but
it is permitted to retrieve the identity key IKID of
any user ID, except the attacking target user ID*.
Additionally, AI can derive fractional constituent of
the master secret key MSK in Identity key extract
algorithm. AI can also derive fractional constituent
of IKID in the Signing algorithm.
_ Type II adversary (A , revoked user): A is
II
II
permitted to retrieve the secret key SKID and
identity key IKID of any user ID. However, AII
does not know the cloud secret key CSK, but it is
permitted to retrieve the time update key TKID,t of
any user ID for any period Tt, except TKID*,t* of the
target user ID* at period Tt*. Additionally, AII can
derive fractional constituent of CSK in the Time
update key extract algorithm.
_ Type III adversary (A , honest-but-curious KGC):
III
AIII is permitted to retrieve the identity key IKID
and time update key TKID,t of any user ID for any
period Tt. Additionally, it is permitted to retrieve
the secret key SKID of any user ID, except SKID* of
the attacking target user ID*. Meanwhile, AIII can
derive fractional constituent of the secret key SKID*
in the Signing algorithm.
In the continual leakage model, the security notions
of LR-ORCLS schemes are defined in the following
security game played by both a challenger C and an
adversary A (AI, AII or AIII).
Definition 2. In the continual leakage model, a
LR-ORCLS scheme is existential unforgeable against
adaptive chosen-message attacks (UF-LR-ORCLSACMA) if no adversary A (AI, AII or AIII) wins the UFLR-ORCLS-ACMA game with non-negligible probability in polynomial time. This game includes three
phases below:
_ Setup: A challenger C performs the Setup algorithm
to produce the master secret key MSK=(MSK0,1,
MSK0,2) and cloud secret key CSK=(CSK0,1,
CSK0,2), and sets z+1 periods T0, T1, …, Tz and public
parameters PP. According to adversary type, C
runs the following steps:
• If A is of AI, C sends PP and CSK to A.
• If A is of AII, C sends PP and MSK to A.
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• If A is of AIII, C sends PP, MSK and CSK to A.
_ Queries: In this phase, A can adaptively issue the

following queries to C.

• Identity key query (ID): For the i-th execution, C

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

sets the new master secret key (MSKi,1, MSKi,2)
by using (MSKi-1,1, MSKi-1,2). Afterward, C uses
(MSKi,1, MSKi,2) to generate and return the
associated identity key IKID.
Identity key leak query (fIKE,i, hIKE,i, i): For the i-th
Identity key query, A is permitted to issue this
query only once. C returns fractional constituents
(ΛfIKE,i, ΛhIKE,i).
Time update key query (ID, Tt): For the j-th
execution, C sets the current cloud secret
key (CSKj,1, CSKj,2) by using (CSKj-1,1, CSKj-1,2).
Afterward, C uses (CSKj,1, CSKj,2), ID and Tt to
generate and return the associated time update
key TKID,t.
Time update key leak query (fTKE,j, hTKE,j, j): For
the j-th Time update key query, A is permitted to
issue this query only once. C returns fractional
constituents (ΛfTKE,j, ΛhTKE,j).
Public key retrieve query (ID, Tt): C returns the
associated public key tuple (QID, RID,t, PKID).
Public key replace query (ID, Tt, (Q´ID, R´ID,t, PK´ID)):
C records this public key replacement.
Secret key corrupt query (ID): C returns the secret
key SKID if Public key replace query (ID) is never
issued. Otherwise, C returns false.
Signing query (ID, Tt, msg): For the k-th execution
of ID at period Tt, C sets the current identity key
(IKID,k,1, IKID,k,2) and secret key (SKID,k,1, SKID,k,2) by
using (IKID,k-1,1, IKID,k-1,2) and (SKID,k-1,1, SKID,k-1,2),
respectively. Afterward, C uses (IKID,k,1, IKID,k,2),
TKID,t and (SKID,k,1, SKID,k,2) to generate and return
a signature σ.
Signing leak query (ID, Tt, fSIG,k, hSIG,k, k): For
the k-th Signing query of ID at period Tt, A is
permitted to issue this query only once. C returns
fractional constituents (ΛfSIG,k, ΛhSIG,k).

_ Forgery: In this phase, A outputs a tuple (ID*, T *,
t

msg*, σ*). If the following conditions hold, it is said
that A wins the game.

1 Sign query (ID*, Tt*, msg*) is never issued.
2 The response of the Verify algorithm on (ID*, Tt*,

msg*, σ*) is “accept”.
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3 According to the adversary type, C checks the

following conditions:

a If A is of AI, the Identity key query (ID*) is never

requested.

b If A is of AII, the Time update key query (ID*,

Tt*) is never requested.

c If A is of AIII, the Public key replace query (ID*,

T ) or Secret key corrupt query (ID ) is never
requested.
*
t

*

4. The Proposed LR-ORCLS Scheme
The proposed LR-ORCLS scheme includes eight algorithms as below.
_ Setup: The KGC chooses the related parameters
{G, GT, p, P, ê} of bilinear pairing groups presented
in Section II.A. The KGC then performs the
following steps:
1 Choose a random integer xÎZp*, and compute
the master secret key MSK=x·P and master public key MPK =ê(P, MSK).
2 Choose a random integer yÎZp*, and compute
the cloud secret key CSK=y·P and cloud public
key CPK =ê(P, CSK).
3 Choose a random integer a0ÎZp* and compute
the primary master secret key (MSK0,1, MSK0,2)
= (a0·P, MSK+(a0)·P).
4 Choose six random integers r, s, u, v, m, nÎZp*,
and compute R=r·P, S=s·P, U=u·P, V=v·P, M=m·P,
N=n·P.
5 Choose z+1 periods TtÎ{0, 1}*, for t=0, 1, …, z.
6 Publish public parameters PP={G, GT, p, P, ê,
MPK, CPK, R, S, U, V, M, N}.
7 Securely send CSK to the CRS. The CRS then
chooses a random integer b0ÎZp* and sets the
primary cloud secret key (CSK0,1, CSK0,2) = (b0·P,
CSK+(-b0)·P).
_ Identity key extract: For the i-th execution, by
taking as input a user ID, the KGC runs two subalgorithms as below:
• IKExtract-1 (MSKi-1,1):
1 Choose a random integer aiÎZp*, and compute
MSKi,1=MSKi-1,1+ai·P.
2 Choose a random integer αÎZp*, and compute
QID=α·P and temporary information TIIKE=
MSKi,1+ α·(R+ID·S).
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• IKExtract-1 (MSKi-1,2):
1 Compute

MSKi,2=MSKi-1,2+(-ai)·P
IKID=MSKi,2 +TIIKE.

and

2 Send the user’s identity key IKID and partial

public key QID to the user via a secure channel.

_ Time update key extract: For the j-th execution,

by taking a non-revoked user ID and the current
period Tt as input, the CRS runs two sub-algorithms
as below:

• TKExtract-1 (CSKj-1,1):
1 Choose a random integer bjÎZp*, and compute

CSKj,1=CSKj-1,1+bj·P.

2 Choose a random integer βÎZp*, and compute

RID,t=β·P and temporary information TITKE=
CSKj,1+ β·(U+ (ID||Tt)·V).
• TKExtract-1 (CSKj-1,2):
1 Compute CSKj,2=CSKj-1,2+(-bj)·P and TKID,t=

CSKj,2 +TITKE.

2 Send the user’s time update key TKID,t and

partial public key RID,t to the user via a public
channel.
_ Set secret key: A user ID randomly chooses an
integer zÎZp* and computes her/his secret key
SKID= z·P and partial public key PKID=ê(P, SKID).
_ Set private key: At period T , the signing private key
t

of a user ID consists of the identity key IKID, the
time update key TKID,t and the secret key SKID. The
user runs the following steps:

1 Choose a random integer c0ÎZp* and compute the

primary identity key (IKID,0,1, IKID,0,2) = (c0·P, IKID
+(c0)·P).

2 Choose a random integer d0ÎZp* and compute the

primary secret key (SKID,0,1, SKID,0,2)=(d0·P, SKID
+(d0)·P).

3 Sets her/his primary private key tuple ((IKID,0,1,

IKID,0,2), TKID,t, (SKID,0,1, SKID,0,2)).

_ Set public key: Upon receiving the partial public

keys QID, RID,t and PKID, the user sets her/his public
key tuple (QID, RID,t, PKID) at period Tt.

_ Signing: For the k-th execution of a user ID at

period Tt, by taking a message msg as input, the
user runs two sub-algorithms as below:

• Signing-1 (IKID,k-1,1, TKID,t, SKID,k-1,1):
1 Randomly choose an integer ckÎZp*, and com-

pute IKID,k,1=IKID,k-1,1+ck·P.
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2 Randomly choose an integer dkÎZp*, and com-

pute SKID,k,1=SKID,k-1,1+dk·P.

3 Randomly choose an integer γÎZp*, and

compute σ1=γ·P and temporary information
TISIG = IKID,k,1 + TKID,t + SKID,k,1 + γ·(M + (ID||Tt||
msg)·N).
• Signing-2 (IKID,k-1,2, SKID,k-1,2):
1 Compute IKID,k,2=IKID,k-1,2+(-ck)·P and SKID,k,2=

SKID,k-1,2+(-dk)·P.

2 Compute σ2=IKID,k,2+SKID,k,2+TISIG.
3 Set a signature tuple (ID, Tt, msg, σ=(σ1, σ2)).
_ Verifying: Given a signature tuple (ID, T , msg, σ=
t

(σ1, σ2)) and the associated public key tuple (QID, RID,t,
PKID), a verifier accepts it if ê(P, σ2) = MPK·ê(QID, R
+ ID · S) · CPK·ê(RID,t,U + (ID||Tt) · V) · PKID·ê(σ1,M +
(ID||Tt||msg) · N). Otherwise, the verifier rejects it.

In the following, the signature correctness is demonstrated. By the key blinding (refreshing) technique,
we have
MSK=MSK0,1+MSK0,2=MSK1,1+MSK1,2=…
=MSKi,1+MSKi,2;
CSK=CSK0,1+CSK0,2=CSK1,1+CSK1,2=…
=CSKj,1+CSKj,2;
IKID=IKID,0,1+IKID,0,2=IKID,1,1+IKID,1,2=…
=IKID,k,1+IKID,k,2;
SKID=SKID,0,1+SKID,0,2=SKID,1,1+SKID,1,2=…
=SKID,k,1+SKID,k,2.
Therefore, the signature correctness is demonstrated
below.
ê(P, σ2) =
ê(P, IKID + TKID,t+SKID + γ·(M+(ID||Tt||msg)·N))
=ê(P,MSK+ α ·(R+ID·S)+CSK + β · (U+(ID||Tt)·V)
+SKID+ γ · (M+(ID||Tt||msg)·N))
=ê(P, MSK)·ê(P, α ·(R+ID·S))·ê(P, CSK)·ê(P, β ·(U+
(ID||Tt)·V))·ê(P, SKID)·ê(P, γ ·(M+(ID||Tt||msg)·N))
=MPK·ê(α ·P,R + ID·S)·CPK·ê(β ·P,U+(ID||Tt)·V)
·PKID·ê(γ ·P, M+(ID||Tt||msg)·N)
=MPK·ê(QID,R+ID·S)·CPK·ê(RID,t,U+(ID||Tt)·V)·
PKID·ê(σ1, M+(ID||Tt||msg)·N).
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5. Security Analysis
In this section, the security analysis of the proposed
LR-ORCLS scheme is given. As the UF-LR-ORCLSACMA game presented in Definition 2, the adversary
model includes three types of adversaries, namely,
Type I (AI, outsider), Type II (AII, revoked user) and
Type III (AIII, honest-but-curious KGC). In the GBG
model, three theorems are, respectively, proved to
demonstrate that our scheme is existential unforgeable against all Types I, II and III adversaries in the
continual leakage model.
Theorem 1. In the GBG model, our LR-ORCLS
scheme is existential unforgeable against Type I adversary (AI, outsider) in the UF-LR-ORCLS-ACMA game.
Proof. Let AI be of Type I adversary in the UF-LRORCLS-ACMA game played with a challenger C. AI
may issue various queries to C at most q times in the
game. In the GBG model, for performing three group
operations, an adversary issues three associated
queries QG, QT and Qp. In the game, there are three
phases below:
_ Setup phase: C first runs the Setup algorithm of the
proposed LR-ORCLS scheme to generate MSK,
CSK, z+1 periods T0, T1, …, Tz and PP={G, GT, p, P,
ê, MPK, CPK, R, S, U, V, M, N}. In the following,
five lists LG, LGT, LIKE, LU and LTKE are constructed
to record both the inputs and outputs of queries
issued by AI.
• LG and LGT are, respectively, applied to record
elements of two groups G and GT.
1 LG includes pairs of (ΞGt,v,r, ΘGt,v,r). ΞGt,v,r is a

multivariate polynomial to represent an element in G and ΘGt,v,r is the corresponding
bit-string, where t, v and r, respectively, represent the query type t, the v-th query and
r-th element in G. Initially, C stores nine pairs
(ΞP, ΘGI,0,1), (ΞMSK, ΘGI,0,2), (ΞCSK, ΘGI,0,3),
(ΞR, ΘGI,0,4), (ΞS, ΘGI,0,5), (ΞU, ΘGI,0,6), (ΞV,
ΘGI,0,7), (ΞM, ΘGI,0,8) and (ΞN, ΘGI,0,9) in LG.

2 LGT includes pairs of (ΞTt,v,r, ΘTt,v,r). ΞTt,v,r is a

multivariate polynomial to represent an element in GT and ΘGt,v,r is the corresponding bitstring, where t, v and r have the same meanings in LG. Initially, C stores two pairs (ΞMPK,
ΘTI,0,1) and (ΞCPK, ΘTI,0,2) in LGT, where
ΞMPK=ΞP·ΞMSK and ΞCPK= ΞP·ΞCSK.
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Note that two transformation rules for LG/LGT are given below.
1 On receiving a polynomial ΞGt,v,r/ΞTt,v,r, C looks

for (ΞGt,v,r, ΘGt,v,r)/(ΞTt,v,r, ΘTt,v,r) in LG/LGT. If so, C
returns the bit-string ΘGt,v,r/ΘTt,v,r. Otherwise, C
randomly selects and returns a distinct bit-string
ΘGt,v,r/ΘTt,v,r. Additionally, C adds (ΞGt,v,r, ΘGt,v,r) /
(ΞTt,v,r, ΘTt,v,r) in LG/LGT.

2 On receiving an encoded bit-string ΘGt,v,r/ΘTt,v,r, C

looks for (ΞGt,v,r, ΘGt,v,r)/(ΞTt,v,r, ΘTt,v,r) in LG/LGT. If
it is found, C returns the associated multivariate
polynomial ΞGt,v,r/ΞTt,v,r. Otherwise, C terminates
the game.
• LIKE includes tuples of (ID, ΞIKID, ΞQID), where
ΞIKID and ΞQID, respectively, denote the user’s
IKID and QID in the Identity key extract algorithm.

• LU includes tuples of (ID, ΞSKID, ΞPKID), where

ΞSKID and ΞPKID, respectively, denote the user’s
SKID and PKID in the Set secret key algorithm.

• LTKE includes tuples of (ID, Tt, ΞTKID,t, ΞRID,t),

where ΞTKID,t and ΞRID,t, respectively, denote
the user’s TKID,t and RID,t in the Time update key
extract algorithm.

Finally, C sends these public parameters ΞP, ΞR, ΞS,
ΞU, ΞV, ΞM, ΞN, ΞMPK and ΞCPK to AI. Meanwhile,
C sends the cloud secret key ΞCSK to AI.
_ Query phase: A can adaptively request various
I
queries to C at most q times. Note that since AI
is permitted to get the secret key SKID and time
update key TKID,t of any user ID for any period Tt, AI
has no need to request the Public key replace query
and Time update key leak query.
• QG query (ΘGQ,l,1, ΘGQ,l,2, Operation): For the l-th

QG query, C runs the following steps.

1 Transform a pair of bit-strings (ΘGQ,l,1,

ΘGQ,l,2) to get a pair of polynomials (ΞGQ,l,1,
ΞGQ,l,2) in LG.

2 Compute the resulting polynomial ΞGQ,l,3=

ΞGQ,l,1 + ΞGQ,l,2 if Operation= “addition”, and
ΞGQ,l,3= ΞGQ,l,1- ΞGQ,l,2 if Operation=“subtraction”.

3 Transform ΞGQ,l,3 to return the encoded bit-

string ΘGQ,l,3.

• QT query (ΘTQ,l,1, ΘTQ,l,2, Operation): For the l-th

QT query, C runs the following steps.
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1 Transform a pair of bit-strings (ΘTQ,l,1,

ΘTQ,l,2) to get a pair of polynomials (ΞTQ,l,1,
ΞTQ,l,2) in LGT.

2 Compute the resulting polynomial ΞTQ,l,3=

ΞTQ,l,1+ ΞTQ,l,2 if Operation=“multiplication”,
and ΞTQ,l,3= ΞTQ,l,1- ΞTQ,l,2 if Operation=“division”.

3 Transform ΞTQ,l,3 to return the encoded bit-

string ΘTQ,l,3.

• QP query (ΘGP,l,1, ΘGP,l,2 ): For the l-th QP query, C

runs the following steps.

1 Transform a pair of bit-strings (ΘGP,l,1, ΘGP,l,2)

to get a pair of polynomials (ΞGP,l,1, ΞGP,l,2).

2 Compute the resulting polynomial ΞTP,l,1=

|ΞGP,l,1·ΞGP,l,2.

3 Transform ΞTP,l,1 to return the encoded bit-

string ΘTP,l,1.

• Identity key query (ID): For the i-th execution, C

searches (ID, ΞIKID, ΞQID) in LIKE. If it is found, C
transforms ΞIKID and ΞQID to return two encoded
bit-strings ΘIKID and ΘQID to AI. Otherwise, C
adds a record in LIKE as below.
1 Choose a new variate ΞTGIK,i,1 in G.
2 Set a polynomial ΞQID= ΞTGIK,i,1 and ΞTID=ID.
3 Compute the user’s identity key ΞIKID=

ΞMSK+ ΞTGIK,i,1·(ΞR + ΞS·ΞTID) while adding (ID, ΞIKID, ΞQID) in LIKE.

4 Transform and return two encoded bit-

strings ΘIKID and ΘQID to AI.

• Identity key leak query (fIKE,i, hIKE,i, i): For the i-th

Identity key query, AI is permitted to issue this
query to C only once. C returns two outputs ΛfIKE,i
and ΛhIKE,i to AI, where ΛfIKE,i = fIKE,i(MSKi,1, ai, α)
and ΛhIKE,i = hIKE,i(MSKi,2, ai, TIIKE).

• Time update key query (ID, Tt): For the j-th

execution, C searches (ID, Tt, ΞTKID,t, ΞRID,t) in
LTKE. If it is found, C transforms ΞTKID,t and ΞRID,t
to return two bit-strings ΘTKID,t and ΘRID,t to AI.
Otherwise, C adds a record in LTKE as below.
1 Choose a new variate ΞTGTK,ID,j,1 in G.
2 Set a polynomial ΞRID,t = ΞTGTK,ID,j,1 and ΞTTD

= ID||Tt.

3 Set the user’s time update key ΞTKID,t= ΞCSK

+ ΞTGTK,ID,j,1·(ΞU+ΞV·ΞTTD) while adding
(ID, ΞSKID, ΞPKID) in LTKE.
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4 Transform and return two encoded bit-

strings ΘTKID,t and ΘRID,t to AI.
• Time update key leak query (fTKE,j, hTKE,j, j): For
the j-th Time update key query, AI is permitted
to issue this query to C only once. C returns two
leakage outputs ΛfTKE,j and ΛhTKE,j to AII, where
ΛfTKE,j= fTKE,j (CSKj,1, bj, β) and ΛhTKE,j = hTKE,j (CSKj,2,
bj, TITKE).
• Public key retrieve query (ID, Tt): C applies ID

and Tt to search LKE, LU and LTKE and then obtains
the corresponding public key tuple (ΞQID, ΞRID,t,
ΞPKID). C then transforms and returns a tuple of
bit-strings (ΘQID, ΘRID,t, ΘPKID) to AI.

• Public key replace query (ID, Tt, (ΘQ´ID, ΘR´ID,t,

ΘPK´ID)): C first transforms a tuple of bitstrings (ΘQ´ID, ΘR´ID,t, ΘPK´ID) to obtain the
corresponding tuple of polynomials (ΞQ´ID,
ΞR´ID,t, ΞPK´ID). C replaces the related tuples with
(ID, -, ΞQ´ID) in LKE, (ID, -, ΞPK´ID) in LU and (ID,
Tt, -, ΞRID,t) in LTKE.

• Secret key corrupt query (ID): If Public key replace

query (ID) is never issued, C uses ID to search (ID,
ΞSKID, ΞPKID) in LU. C transforms the secret key
ΞSKID to return the bit-string ΘSKID. Otherwise,
C runs the following steps.
1 Choose a new variate ΞTGSK,ID,1 in G.
2 Set two polynomials ΞSKID= ΞTGSK,ID,1 and

ΞPKID= ΞP·ΞSKID, and store (ID, ΞSKID,
ΞPKID) in LU.

3 Transform ΞSKID and ΞPKID to obtain two en-

coded bit-strings ΘSKID and ΘPKID.

4 Return the bit-string ΘSKID to AI.
• Singing query (ID, Tt, msg): For the k-th execution

of the user ID at period Tt, by taking as input msg,
C runs the following steps.
1 By ID, search (ID, ΞIKID, ΞQID) in LIKE.
2 By ID, search (ID, ΞSKID, ΞPKID) in LU.
3 By ID and Tt, search (ID, Tt, ΞTKID,t, ΞRID,t) in

LTKE.

4 Choose a new variate ΞTGS,k,1 in G and set

Ξσ1= ΞTGS,k,1.

5 Set Ξσ2= ΞIKID + ΞTKID,t + ΞSKID + ΞTGS,k,1·(ΞM

+(ID||Tt||msg)·ΞN).

6 Transform (Ξσ1, Ξσ2) to gain and return the

encoded bit-strings (Θσ1, Θσ2) to AI.
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• Signing leak query (ID, Tt, fSIG,k, hSIG,k, k): For the

k-th Signing query of the user ID at period Tt,
by taking as input two leakage functions fSIG,k
and hSIG,k, C returns ΛfSIG,k and ΛhSIG,k to AI, where
ΛfSIG,k=fSIG,k (IKID,k,1, SKID,k,1, ck, dk, γ) and ΛhSIG,k=hSIG,k
(IKID,k,2, SKID,k,1, ck, dk, TISIG). Note that AI is
permitted to issue this query only once.

_ Forgery phase: A outputs (ID*, T *, msg*, (Θσ* , Θσ* )).
I
t
1
2

AI is not permitted to issue the Signing query (ID*,
Tt*, msg*) or Identity key query (ID*). C transforms
(Θσ*1, Θσ*2) to gain (Ξσ*1, and Ξσ*2), and sets TID*=ID*
and TTD*= ID*||Tt*. If the equality ΞP·Ξσ*2= ΞMPK
+ ΞQID·(ΞR + TID*·ΞS) + ΞCPK + ΞRID,t·(ΞU +
TTD*·ΞV) + PKID+ Ξσ*1·(ΞM + (ID*||Tt*||msg*)·ΞN)
holds, we say that AI wins the game.

In the following, let us evaluate the probability that AI
wins the game. Firstly, the amounts of group elements
in LG and LGT are counted as given below:
1 In the Setup phase, 9 and 2 elements are, respec-

tively, added in LG and LGT.

2 In the Query phase, the added amounts of LG and

LGT for each query are discussed as follows.

• For each QG, QT or QP query, 3 elements could be

added in LG or LGT.

• For each Identity key query, 2 elements could be

added in LG.

• For each Time update key query, 2 elements could

be added in LG.

• For each Signing query, 8 elements could be

added in LG.

Let qO denote the total number of QG, QT and QP queries. Let qIK, qTK and qS, respectively, be the query
numbers of the Identity key query, Time update key
query and Signing query. Since AI is permitted to
request all queries at most q times, we have |LG|+
|LGT|≦11+3qO+2qIK+2qTK+8qS≦8q.
Secondly, let us evaluate the maximal degrees of polynomials in LG and LGT, respectively.

1 In LG, the maximal degree of polynomials is 3 by the

following discussions.
the Setup phase, nine new variates
(polynomials) ΞP, ΞMSK, ΞCSK, ΞR, ΞS, ΞU, ΞV,
ΞM and ΞN are initially added in LG. All these
polynomials have degree 1.

• In

• For the QG query, ΞGQ,l,3 has the maximal degree of
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ΞGQ,l,1 or ΞGQ,l,2.
• For the Identity key query, three polynomials

ΞTGIK,i,1, ΞTID and ΞIKID have degrees 1, 1 and 3,
respectively.

• For the Time update key query, three polynomials

ΞTGTK,ID,j,1, ΞTTD and ΞTKID,t have degrees 1, 1
and 3, respectively.

• For the Signing query, two polynomials Ξσ1 and

Ξσ2 have degrees 1 and 3, respectively.

2 In LGT, the maximal degree of polynomials is 6 by

the following discussions.

• In the Setup phase, two polynomials ΞMPK and

ΞCPK have degree 2.

• For QT query, ΞTQ,l,3 has the maximal degree of

ΞTQ,l,1 or ΞTQ,l,2.

• For QP query, since the maximal degree of

polynomials in LG is 3 and ΞTP,l,1= ΞGP,l,1· ΞGP,l,2 ,
the polynomial ΞTP,l,1 has degree 6.

Let us evaluate the advantage that AI wins the game
without requesting the Identity key leak query and
Signing leak query. Subsequently, the advantage of AI
with requesting two kinds of leak queries is evaluated.
1 The advantage of AI without requesting two

kinds of leak queries: It is said that AI wins the
game if anyone of two cases occurs.

Case 1: AI discovers a collision of any two elements
in LG or LGT. Firstly, let us evaluate the collision
probability in LG. Let n denote the total number of
all variates in LG. The challenger C selects n random values vlÎZp* for l=1, 2,…,n. Let ΞGi and ΞGj
denote any two distinct polynomials in LG. C then
computes ΞGC= ΞGi-ΞGj and ΞGC(v1, v2, …, vn). If
ΞGC(v1, v2, …, vn)=0, it is said that the collision occurs. By Lemma 2, the probability of ΞGC(v1, v2, …,
vn)=0 is at most 3/p because the maximal polynomial degree in LG is 3 and no fractional constituent
(λ=0) is leaked. Since there are
distinct pairs
(ΞGi, ΞGj) in LG, the collision probability is (3/p)
. For the collision probability in LGT, by similar
evaluations, it is (6/p)
. As mentioned earlier,
we have |LG|+|LGT|≦8q. Let the probability of Case 1
is denoted by Pr[Case 1], we have
Pr[Case 1]≦(3/p)
+(6/p)
≦
2
2
(6/p)(| LG |+| LGT |) ≦ 384q /p.
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Case 2: Let us evaluate the probability that AI
outputs a valid signature (ID*, Tt*, msg*, (Θσ*1,
Θσ*2)) that satisfies Ξf = ΞMPK+ ΞQID·(ΞR+TID*·
ΞS)+ ΞCPK + ΞRID,t·ΞU +TTD*· ΞV)+PKID+
Ξσ*1·(ΞM+(ID*||Tt*||msg*)·ΞN) - ΞP·Ξσ*2=0. Obviously, the degree of Ξf is at most 5. By Lemma 2, the
probability is 5/p. Let the probability of Case 2 is
denoted by Pr[Case 2], we have Pr[Case 2]≦5/p.
Let AdvAI-W is the advantage that AI wins the game
without requesting two kinds of leak queries. By
Pr[Case 1] and Pr[Case 2], we have
AdvAI-W≦Pr[Case 1]+Pr[Case 2]
≦384q2/p + 5/p=O(q2/p).

Hence, AdvAI-W is negligible if q=poly(logp).
2 The advantage of AI with requesting two kinds

of leak queries: Firstly, let us discuss the fractional constituents of the private (or secret) keys involved in the associated leak queries.
1 Identity key leak query (fIKE,i, hIKE,i, i): As men-

tioned earlier, we have the conditions |fIKE,i|≤λ
and |hIKE,i| ≤ λ. By this query, AI derives fractional constituents ΛfIKE,i=fIKE,i(MSKi,1, ai, α) and
ΛhIKE,i=hIKE,i(MSKi,2, ai, TIIKE) that are discussed
as below.
• ai, α: Since ai and α are randomly selected
in each Identity key query, the leakage
information of ai or α is no help to learn the
master secret key MSK.
• (MSKi,1, MSKi,2): Indeed, the master secret

key MSK satisfies MSK = MSK0,1+ MSK0,2=
MSK1,1 + MSK1,2 =…= MSKi,1 + MSKi,2. By the
blinding technique, fractional constituent of
MSKi-1,1/MSKi-1,2 is independent of that of
MSKi,1/MSKi,2. Hence, AI derives at most 2λ
bits of MSK.

• TIIKE: TIIKE is a temporary value and applied to

compute the user’s identity key IKID. Since AI
can obtain the whole IKID except for ID*, TIIKE
is helpless for AI.

2 Signing leak query (ID*, Tt, fSIG,k, hSIG,k, k): As

mentioned earlier, we have the conditions
|fSIG,k|≤λ and |hSIG,k|≤λ. And AI is permitted to
get the secret key SKID and time update key
TKID,t of any user ID for any period Tt. By this
query, AI derives fractional constituents ΛfSIG,k=
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fSIG,k(IKID*,k,1, ck, dk, γ) and ΛhSIG,k=hSIG,k (IKID*,k,2, ck,
dk, TISIG) that are discussed as below.
• ck, dk, γ: Since ck, dk and γ are randomly selected
in each signing query, their leakages are no
help to learn the master secret key IKID*.
• (IKID*,k,1, IKID*,k-1,2): Indeed, the identity key IKID*

satisfies IKID* = IKID*,0,1+IKID*,0,2=IKID*,1,1 +IKID*,1,2
=…=IKID*,k,1+ IKID*,k,2. By the blinding technique,
fractional constituent of IKID*,k-1,1/IKID*,k-1,2 is
independent of that of IKID*,k,1/IKID*,k,2. Hence,
AI derives at most 2λ bits of IKID*.

• TISIG: TISIG is a temporary value and applied to

compute the signature σ2. Since AI can obtain
the entire σ2 by the Sign query, TISIG is helpless
for AI.

Let AdvAI be the advantage that AI wins the game with
requesting the Identity key leak query and Signing
leak query. If AI can know the master secret key MSK
or the target user’s identity key IKID*, AI may forge a
legal signature. Two events are defined as below.
1 Let the event EMSK denote that AI knows the

whole MSK by ΛfIKE,i and ΛhIKE,i while
corresponding complement event.

is the

2 Let the event EIK denote that AI knows the whole

IKID* by ΛfSIG,k and ΛhSIG,k while
sponding complement event.

is the corre-

Let the event EFS denote that AI can forge a legal signature. Hence, the advantage AdvAI is Pr[EFS] such
that the following inequality
AdvAI =Pr[EFS]
= Pr[EFS˄(EMSK˅EIK)]
+Pr[EFS˄(

)]

˄

=Pr[EFS˄EMSK]+Pr[EFS˄EIK]
+Pr[EFS˄

˄

]

≦Pr[EMSK]+Pr[EFS˄EIK]
+Pr[EFS˄

˄

≦Pr[EMSK]+Pr[EIK]
+Pr[EFS˄

˄

]

].

In Case 1 of AI without requesting two kinds of leak
queries, the advantage is Pr[Case 1] ≦ 384q2/p =
O(q2/p). By the Identity key leak query, AI derives at most 2λ bits of MSK. By Lemma 2, we have
Pr[EMSK]≦O((q2/p)*22λ). By the similar reason, we
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have Pr[EIK]≦O((q2/p)*22λ). Finally, the event
˄
is that AI can get fractional constituents of MSK
and IKID*. Since AdvAI-W ≦ O(q2/p) and AI can gain at
most 2λ bits about MSK and IKID*, we have Pr[EFS˄
˄
]≦O((q2/p)*22λ). According to the discussions above, we have
AdvAI =Pr[EFS]
≦Pr[EMSK]+Pr[EIK]+Pr[EFS˄

˄

]

≦O((q /p) 2 ).
2

* 2λ

By Corollary 1, AdvAI is negligible if λ<logpw(loglogp). Q.E.D.
Theorem 2. In the GBG model, our LR-ORCLS
scheme possesses existential unforgeability against
Type II adversary (AII, revoked user) in the UF-LRORCLS-ACMA game.
Proof. Let AII be of Type II adversary in the UF-LRORCLS-ACMA game played with a challenger C. AII
may issue various queries to C at most q times in the
game. This game consists of three phases as follows:
_ Setup Phase: The phase is the same with that of the
proof in Theorem 1. C sends the public parameters
ΞP, ΞR, ΞS, ΞU, ΞV, ΞM, ΞN, ΞMPK and ΞCPK to
AI. Additionally, C also sends the master secret key
ΞMSK to AII.
_ Query phase: In this phase, A can adaptively issue
II

various queries to C at most q times. All queries are
identical to those queries in Theorem 1. Note that
since AII is permitted to get both the identity key IKID
and secret key USKID of any user ID, AII has no need
to issue the Identity key leak query and Public key
replace query. Indeed, a revoked user’s time update
key UTKID,t is never generated so that the Signing
leak query does not leak any content. Additionally,
AII can derive fractional constituents of the cloud
secret key CSK by the Time update key leak query.

_ Forgery

phase: AII outputs (ID*, Tt*, msg*,
(Θσ , Θσ )). AII is not permitted to issue the
Signing query (ID*, Tt*, msg*) or Time update
key query (ID*, Tt*). C transforms (Θσ*1, Θσ*2)
to gain (Ξσ*1, and Ξσ*2), and sets TID*=ID* and
TTD*=ID*||Tt*. If the equality ΞP·Ξσ*2= ΞMPK+
ΞQID·(ΞR + TID*·ΞS) + ΞCPK + ΞRID,t·(ΞU
+TTD *·ΞV)+PK ID+Ξσ *1·(ΞM+(ID *||Tt*||msg *)·ΞN)
holds, we say that AII wins the game.
*
1

*
2
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In the following, let us evaluate the probability that
AII wins the game. Let us first evaluate the advantage
that AII wins the game without requesting the Time
update key leak query. Subsequently, the advantage of
AII with requesting the Time update key leak query is
evaluated.
1 The advantage of AII without requesting the

Time update key leak query: Let AdvAII-W be the
advantage that AII wins the game without requesting the Time update key leak query. As the similar evaluations in Theorem 1, we have AdvAII-W
=O(q2/p).

2 The advantage of AII with requesting the Time

update key leak query: For the j-th Time update
key leak query with fTKE,j and hTKE,j such that |fTKE,j|£λ
and |hTKE,j|£λ, AII can gain fractional constituents
ΛfTKE,j= fTKE,j (CSKj,1, bj, β) and ΛhTKE,j=hTKE,j(CSKj,2,
bj, TITKE). Indeed, the cloud secret key CSK satisfies CSK=CSK0,1+CSK0,2= CSK1,1+CSK1,2=…=CSKj,1+
CSKj,2. By the blinding technique, fractional constituent of CSKj-1,1/CSKj-1,2 is independent of that of
CSKj,1/CSKj,2. In such a case, AII derives at most 2λ
bits of CSK.

Let AdvAII be the advantage that AII wins the game
with requesting the Time update key leak query. If AII
knows the whole cloud secret key CSK, AII can get the
time update key TKID*,t* of the target user ID* at period Tt*. Thus, AII may forge a legal signature. Let the
event ECSK denote that AII knows the whole CSK by
fTKE,j and hTKE,j while
is the corresponding complement event. Let the event EFS denote that AII can
forge a legal signature. Hence, we have AdvAII=Pr[EFS]
that satisfies the following inequality
AdvAII =Pr[EFS]
= Pr[EFS˄ECSK]+Pr[EFS˄
≦Pr[ECSK]+Pr[EFS˄

]
].

By the Time update key leak query, AII derives at most
2λ bits of CSK. By Pr[Case 1] ≦O((q2/p) in Theorem
1 and Lemma 2, we have Pr[ECSK]≦O((q2/p)*22λ). Finally, the event
is that AII can get fractional constituents of (CSKj,1, CSKj,2) by ΛfTKE,j and ΛhTKE,j. Since
AdvAII-W≦O(q2/p) and AII can gain at most 2λ bits about
CSK, we have Pr[EFS˄
]≦O((q2/p)*22λ). According to the discussions above, we have
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AdvAII≦Pr[ECSK]+Pr[EFS˄

]≦O((q2/p)*22λ).

By Corollary 1, AdvAII is negligible if λ<logp- w(loglogp). Q.E.D.
Theorem 3. In the GBG model, our LR-ORCLS
scheme is existential unforgeable against Type III adversary (AIII, honest-but-curious KGC) in the UF-LRORCLS-ACMA game.
Proof. Let AIII be of Type III adversary in the UFLR-ORCLS-ACMA game played with a challenger C.
AIII may issue various queries to the challenger C at
most q times in the game. This game consists of three
phases as follows:
_ Setup Phase: The phase is the same with that of
the proof in Theorem 1. C sends public parameters
ΞP, ΞR, ΞS, ΞU, ΞV, ΞM, ΞN, ΞMPK and ΞCPK to
AI. Additionally, C also sends the master secret key
ΞMSK and the cloud secret key ΞCSK to AIII.
_ Query phase: In this phase, A can adaptively
III

issue various queries to C at most q times. Note
that since AIII is permitted to get the identity key
IKID and time update key TKID,t of any user ID for
any period Tt, AIII has no need to issue the Identity
key leak query and Time update key leak query.
Additionally, AIII is permitted to get the secret key
SKID of any user ID, except SKID* of the attacking
target user ID*. Meanwhile, AIII can derive
fractional constituent of the secret key SKID* by
the Signing leak query.

_ Forgery phase: A outputs (ID*, T *, msg*, (Θσ* ,
III
t
1

Θσ*2)). AIII is not permitted to issue the Signing
query (ID*, Tt*, msg*), Public key replace query (ID*,
Tt*) or Secret key corrupt query (ID*). C transforms
(Θσ*1, Θσ*2) to gain (Ξσ*1, and Ξσ*2), and sets TID*=ID*
and TTD*=ID*||Tt*. If the equality ΞP · Ξσ*2= ΞMPK
+ ΞQID·(ΞR+TID*· ΞS) + ΞCPK + ΞRID,t·(ΞU +
TTD*·ΞV) + PKID + Ξσ*1· (ΞM+(ID*||Tt*||msg*)·ΞN)
holds, it is said that AIII wins the game.

In the following, let us evaluate the probability that
AIII wins the game. Let us evaluate the advantage that
AIII wins the game without requesting the Signing
leak query. Subsequently, the advantage of AIII with
requesting the Signing leak query is evaluated.
1 The advantage of AIII without requesting the

Signing leak query: Let AdvAIII-W is the advantage
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that AIII wins the game without requesting the
Signing leak query. As the similar evaluations in
Theorem 1, we have AdvAIII-W =O(q2/p).
2 The advantage of AIII with requesting the

Signing leak query: For the k-th Signing leak
query with fSIG,k and hSIG,k such that |fSIG,k|£λ and
|hSIG,k|£λ, AIII can get fractional constituents
ΛfSIG,k=fSIG,k(SKID*,k,1, ck, dk, γ) and ΛhSIG,k=hSIG,k(SKID*,k,1,
ck, dk, TISIG). Indeed, the user’s secret key SKID*
satisfies SKID*=SKID*,0,1+SKID*,0,2=SKID*,1,1+SKID*,1,2=…
=SKID*,k,1+SKID*,k,2. By the blinding technique, fractional constituent of SKID*,k-1,1/SKID*,k-1,2 is independent of that of SKID*,k,1/SKID*,k,2. In such a case, AIII
derives at most 2λ bits of SKID*.

Let AdvAIII be the advantage that AIII wins the game
with requesting the Signing leak query. If AIII knows
the secret key SKID*, AIII can forge a legal signature. Let
the event ESK denote that AIII knows the whole SKID*
while
is the corresponding complement event.
Let the event EFS denote that AIII can forge a legal signature. Hence, we have AdvAIII=Pr[EFS] that satisfies
the following inequality
AdvAIII =Pr[EFS]
= Pr[EFS˄ESK]+Pr[EFS˄
≦Pr[ESK]+Pr[EFS˄

]

].

By the Signing leak query, AIII derives at most 2λ bits
of SKID*. By Pr[Case 1] ≦O((q2/p) in Theorem 1 and
Lemma 2, we have Pr[ESK]≦O((q2/p)*22λ). Finally, the event
is that AIII can get fractional constituents of (SKID*,k,1, SKID*,k,2) by ΛfTKE,j and ΛhTKE,j.
Since AdvAIII-W≦O(q2/p) and AIII can gain at most 2λ
bits about SKID*, we also have Pr[EFS˄
]≦O((q2/
* 2λ
p) 2 ). According to the discussions above, we have
AdvAIII =Pr[EFS]≦Pr[ESK]+Pr[EFS˄

]

≦O((q /p) 2 ).
2

* 2λ

By Corollary 1, AdvAIII is negligible if λ<logp- w(loglogp). Q.E.D.

6. Comparisons
In this section, the comparisons between several previous RCLS and ORCLS schemes [7, 12, 21] and our
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LR-ORCLS scheme are given. Firstly, let us define
several computation notations. By the simulation experiences in [10], the corresponding computational
costs (in millisecond) are given in Table 2. Note that
we omit the computational costs of both the addition
on G and the multiplication on GT because they are
small and negligible. For the simulation experiences
in [10], the platform is equipped with a 3-GHz Pentium processor while running under a Microsoft window operation system. The security of the simulation
results adopts 1024-bit RSA security level to measure
the computational costs.
Table 2
Computational costs (in millisecond) of several operations
Computational
costs

Notations

Operations

Tbp

a bilinear pairing ê: G´G®GT

20.01 ms

Tsm

a scalar multiplication on G

6.38 ms

Tmp

a map-to-point hash
function on G

3.04 ms

Tcm

a scalar multiplication on
an elliptic curve group GECC

0.83 ms

Table 3 demonstrates the comparisons between our
LR-ORCLS scheme and several RCLS and ORCLS
schemes [7, 12, 21] in terms of signing cost (ms), verifying cost (ms), outsourced revocation, resisting
side-channel attacks and overall leakage property.
To provide leakage-resilient property (i.e., resisting
side-channel attacks), our scheme requires some extra computation costs. It is obvious that the performance of our scheme is worse than the previously
proposed RCLS and ORCLS schemes. Both Du et al.’s
scheme and ours apply a CRS to offer outsourced revocation functionality to reduce the computational burden of the KGC. We emphasize that our scheme is the
first LR-ORCLS scheme resistant against side-channel attacks while possessing overall unbounded leakage property. It is worth mentioning that the proposed
scheme is not suited for unsuitable for some environments with resource-constrained devices (i.e. IoT
devices) because it requires time-consuming bilinear
pairing operations [33].
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Table 3
Comparisons between our scheme and several previous RCLS or ORCLS schemes
Sun et al.’s RCLS
scheme [21]

Hung et al.’s RCLS
scheme [12]

Du et al.’s ORCLS
scheme [7]

Our LR-ORCLS
scheme

Signing cost (ms)

2Tsm+2Tmp
(18.84ms)

2Tsm+2Tmp
(18.84ms)

Tcm
(0.83ms)

5Tsm
(31.9ms)

Verifying cost (ms)

3Tbp+2Tmp
(66.11ms)

4Tbp+Tsm+3Tmp
(95.9ms)

5Tcm
(4.15ms)

4Tbp+3Tsm
(99.16ms)

Outsourced revocation

No

No

Yes

Yes

Resisting side-channel attacks

No

No

No

Yes

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Unbounded

Overall leakage property

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this article, the first LR-ORCLS scheme has been
proposed. As compared to previous RCLS and ORCLS
schemes, our scheme has the following merits: (1) The
revocation functionality is outsourced to the CRS to
reduce the computational burden of the KGC; (2) It can
resist side-channel attacks and permits adversaries to
continually derive fractional constituents of private
(or secret) keys; (3) It possesses the overall unbounded leakage property. Meanwhile, the novel adversary
model was defined. By extending the adversary model
of the ORCLS scheme, three kinds of leak queries are
added, namely, Identity key leak query, Time update
key leak query and Signing leak query. By three kinds of
leak queries, adversaries are permitted to continually
derive fractional constituents of the KGC’s master secret key, the CRS’s cloud secret key and a signer’s secret

key involved in the associated algorithms. In the GBG
model, the security of the proposed scheme is shown
to be existential unforgeable against Types I, II and III
adversaries. By the comparisons mentioned in Table 3,
indeed, our protocol still requires bilinear pairing operations and its performance is worse than the previous RCLS and ORCLS scheme. Hence, our protocol is
unsuitable for some environments with resource-constrained devices (i.e. IoT devices). In the future, it is interesting to propose a lightweight LR-ORCLS protocol
without requiring bilinear pairing operations.
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